Cs alternator

Why go through the trouble? Well, the GM SI alternators are easier to get and have higher
outputs. SI is short for Systems Integrated which means the regulator is inside the alternator
case. The CS alternators are even better! If the one wire alternator is for cleaning out wires, you
only need to retain the BAT wire. The 1 and 2 terminal wires can be eliminated. Don't be
surprised to find that the Field wire only goes a short way into the harness and spliced into the
BAT wire. The 1 wire regulator comes with a dust plug for the 1 and 2 terminals. AC Delco wiring
package for those 6 to 12 volt conversions for wiring up a 10SI. This contains the terminal
connector AND an extra resistance wire pigtail to connect to the ignition system don't use a
ballast resistor if you use a resistance wire. Also available is an ammeter package The AC Delco
is used if you have a lamp on the dash and the has a load resistor for use with no lamp. The CS
weighs less, is smaller in diameter but uses the same 6. There is also a amp, CS version if you
need more output because you're running large amounts of electrical equipment in your vehicle
such as high-powered stereos. The amp version size is close to typical SI alternator. So you can
use the original brackets. In other words, at idle, the CS is putting out, where as the SI is just
spinning. The amp CS alternator can be found on late's GM truck or full size car with mounting
ears that are deg apart. Most will come with a serpentine belt pulley so you will have to change
over your pulley if you are still using a V-belt. Most of the connectors for the CS alternators are
four wire but will only use two of them and the wiring is the same as the SI. If you try to be
"custom" and use a LED, there isn't the correct resistance and the alternator will not work
correctly! You can't just by-pass the light! You may need to add a resistor to this lead. Some
documentation suggests that a switched power source can be connected to the 'F' terminal
instead, where there is supposed to be an internal resistor. The large BATT terminal which gets
connected to your battery positive and a dual terminal connector. Marked with a 1 and R on
case This terminal provides a pulsing DC signal which varies with engine rpm. The voltage is
half system voltage as measured with a voltmeter. This terminal is used to connect to the dash
warning light, or used as a tachometer connection For the warning light, a lamp is wired in
series with a switched voltage source. During normal operation the lamp stays off. If the
regulator is damaged, the 1 terminal provides ground, and the warning lamp will light. This
terminal is also active on 1 wire regulator equipped 10SI alternators. Marked with a 2 and F on
case This terminal is used to excite the 10SI into operation. For simplicity you can connect the 2
connector pigtail directly to the BAT terminal on the alternator. The terminal is present on 1 wire
regulators. Used only for those that require the stock connector to fit snugly. If you are
converting from a 3 wire 10SI to a 1 wire regulator you can hook up all your stock connectors,
and run it as is. However, that's wasted money unless you plan on cleaning out some wiring
under your hood. Don't expect your alternator to do anything for you at idle speeds. Alternator
output increases with rpm, even a amp unit won't put out much more than a 63 amp unit at rpm.
The flange for the tensioning bolt and the alternator bracket are tapped for metric bolts so you
will need to get 8 x 1. The alternator bracket may need to be modified and you will probably
need a couple of washers to take up the space between the alternator bracket and the new
alternator. Each alternator is assembled with care using only Top Quality Brand New
Components, except stator and rotor may be rewound, and upgraded to the higher amp
specifications. Our Alternators are also covered by our 12 month limited warranty. Sold
outright, so you don't have to mess with a core or core charge. This alternator was a
completedeparture from the SI format. Electrical demands had increased as well as weight
concerns. At up to amps in about 12 pounds, it was a real powerhouse. Unfortunately, with the
new design came someunforeseen problems. With the "Iceberg" alternator we've worked to
overcome the shortcomings ofthis model alternator. Note: Please provide vehicle year, make,
model, engine etc. If you forget, don't worry, we will call or e-mail for the application information
before we ship the product. Here we show the CS alternator left next to a version of the CS right
that will fit directly in place of your existing alternator on many GM vehicles. We have different
versions and mounting configurations for other year, model and engine GM vehicles. All rights
reserved. Trade marks and trade names used for reference purpose only. Alternators By. Search
Pages: Find. Search Pages: Search. Toggle navigation Main Menu. Easy Ordering The "Iceberg"
CS improvements include: Improved Rectifier for the higher amps The Patented "Iceberg"
Finned rear housing to better remove heat from the rectifier and rear bearing area 10 mm wide
rear bearing OEM uses only an 8 mm bearing Metal internal rear fan Copper heat transfer
compound between the rectifier heat sink and housing for better heat transfer and electrical
contact. Upgrade to the larger CS series alternator. The CS produces more power at idle and is
much more reliable. Site Map Privacy Policy. Delco type CS series, amp, self exciting one-wire
internal voltage regulator alternator with finned "Iceberg" rear housing for better cooling and
longer life. Self exciting alternators only require the main battery wire to the back of the
alternator to work. They do not require an ignition activation wire like standard alternators. Our

Alternators are also covered by our 12 month limited warranty. Sold outright, so you don't have
to mess with a core or core charge. The alternators listed below are placed according to the
years they were used with the most recent versions at the top of the page. None of the parts are
interchangeable. You must visually check to see which unit you have if your vehicle is within
the transition years. Please provide vehicle year, make, model, engine, etc. If you forget, don't
worry, we will call or e-mail for the application information before we ship the product. This
alternator was a completedeparture from the SI format. Electrical demands had increased as
well as weight concerns. At up to amps in about 12 pounds, it was a real powerhouse.
Unfortunately, with the new design came someunforeseen problems. With the "Iceberg"
alternator we've worked to overcome the shortcomings ofthis model alternator. Note: Please
provide vehicle year, make, model, engine etc. Here we show the CS alternator left next to a
version of the CS right that will fit directly in place of your existing alternator on many GM
vehicles. We have different versions and mounting configurations for other year, model and
engine GM vehicles. All rights reserved. Trade marks and trade names used for reference
purpose only. Alternators By. Search Pages: Find. Search Pages: Search. Toggle navigation
Main Menu. Used on Chevy and GM Vehicles from to Easy Ordering Improvements over the CS
Alternator include: More open design for better air flow Larger bearings Dual Internal Fans to
increase air volume Regulator and Rectifier located on the outside, away from stator and rotor
heat. The "Iceberg" CS improvements include: Improved Rectifier for the higher amps The
Patented "Iceberg" Finned rear housing to better remove heat from the rectifier and rear bearing
area 10 mm wide rear bearing OEM uses only an 8 mm bearing Metal internal rear fan Copper
heat transfer compound between the rectifier heat sink and housing for better heat transfer and
electrical contact. Upgrade to the larger CS series alternator. The CS produces more power at
idle and is much more reliable. Site Map Privacy Policy. Delco type CS series, amp, self exciting
one-wire internal voltage regulator alternator with finned "Iceberg" rear housing for better
cooling and longer life. Self exciting alternators only require the main battery wire to the back of
the alternator to work. They do not require an ignition activation wire like standard alternators.
Shipping outside the Continental USA may require an upcharge if so you will be Billed
separately before shipping. Our alternators are imported copies of the Cs pictured here. It is the
perfect replacement for your Lucas equipped Classic Vehicle. Comes with v-belt pulley and
correct electrical plug. Serpentine pulley available on request, as well as other repair and
replacement parts. Internally regulated at See specs below for more detail. Read Instructions.
These alternators are ready to install. Just follow the directions. Charge your battery before
installation of the Alternator. Failure to do so WILL shorten the life of your alternator. In the
event your unit does not work. Do Not use an LED bulb for the warning light. Please Note! It may
be necessary to reverse the large bushing on the mounting ear in order to fit properly.
Additionally, Check the clearance between the lower alternator adjusting arm and the alternator
fan to make sure there is no binding after the install. They will be able to fit you up with the right
size belt. MGC required Napa A narrower number is Wiring: You will only need to do some
simple wiring. Using eyelets provided attach Large and Small Solid Brown wires from the starter
along with the Large Red wire S on the new plug, to the battery post on the alternator. Connect
the Small Brown L on the new plug to the Brown with yellow tracer from the wire harness this is
the alternator light on the dash and must be in good working order. Please charge your battery
before installation of the Alternator. Note: Bushing may need to be reversed to fit and acquire
better alignment. I followed the excellent instructions. The new alternator installed easily and
the fan belt on my MGB was the correct size. My old Lucas alternator had threads in the
alternator for the bolt that attached the adjustment bracket so I had to get a nut and bolt I had to
purchase a smaller wire connector to connect the small brown wire to the green and yellow
wire. My trip to thaw auto parts store for the wire connector and bolt took more time than the
alternator installation. The alternator works great. It cured my electrical problems. I am hearing
a noise that seems to come from the alternator. I hear a whir that increased when I press the
gas. My plan is to first replace the old fan belt and check under the hood to see where the whine
comes My car now starts every time and I love the bright lights. If I discover the whine is the belt
or something else under the hood I would change my review from a 4 to a 5. I received this very
quickly by mail once ordering and have finally got around to installing it a few weeks later. I had
an old Lucas alternator with the two large brown wires for supply to the starter. I am not sure if
this was the original or a replacement by a previous owner. For me the install was not difficult
but not as easy as it seems for everyone else. Mine did not line up well with the existing
brackets so I had to pound in the bushing on the new alternator to the other side to get things to
line up well. I also had to adjust the bracket mounted on the engine block. Once all this was
done it lined up well and the belt went back on in good alignment. Like others have mentioned
with this two wire alternator I had to get another eyelet for a total of 3 attaching to the post.

Looks kind of like a spark plug boot. When I started the car for the first time and turned on the
headlights I couldn't believe how bright they were. The alternator light no longer flickers at idle
and I measured The old one only put out I am not sure if my old alternator was bad or on its last
leg or if it was just undersized in the first place. It did kill the battery a few times with the stereo
on at night and heat running so it definitely could not keep up with all the electrical demands of
the car. All in all this is a great upgrade. Charles Thanks for the input I will start including an
extra eyelet with the kit. My alternator was dying in my '73 Midget and I went with this
replacement. It was a little more than I wanted to spend, but it was worth it. I can now run all my
electrics without worrying about the battery draining. Well worth it. Fast shipping from as well I
ordered late Thursday and it was delivered Monday morning. Couldn't have been any easier to
install without someone coming to do it for me. And, despite the notice on your website about
slow delivery due to the holiday season completely reasonable you got my purchase of the Amp
Alternator out the door without delay. Thanks again. Steve Opitz. With the AC on the ignition
light would dimly glow. Switched to the upgraded CS amp alternator and works perfectly. I was
very disappointed to see the made in china sticker on the plain white box. I would probably
been better off just buying a Lucas alternator. I also believed that it came with a larger dia.
Frank Sorry you were disappointed, You may find it a hassel but you are welcome to send it
back for a refund. My order for the alternator was processed quickly and I found it to be
professionally packaged and the instructions were easy to follow. Late model MGBs have two
large solid brown wires vice the large and small mentioned in the instructions and they will not
fit in the eyelet provided - you need two of them. All in all, this is a real easy installation and the
alternator is a huge improvement over the Lucas that it replaces. Fitted to my Mini. I was not
expecting it to fit without a lot of monkeying around and maybe even some fabrication of some
sort. It fit perfectly, almost. I did have to grind a bit off the stock adjusting bracket - not a big
deal at all. Instructions were clear and didn't have to deviate from them at all. It puts out a rock
solid I can turn on every auxiliary at idle and the voltmeter barely moves and recovers quickly.
Great service. Would certainly recommend! Replace failing alternator in 72 MGB. Perfect fit,
good instruction and answered questions quickly. Even includes quality heat shrink
connectors. My order for the alternator was processed promptly and shipped. Upon receiving it
I found it to be professionally packaged with clear instructions. I would definitely order other
products they provide as needed. Toggle menu Please Call Gift Certificate Login or Sign Up 0.
Citroen Peugeot Renault. Alfa Fiat Lancia. Datsun Toyota. Saab Volvo. You save. Current Stock:.
Quantity: Decrease Quantity: Increase Quantity:. Share This Article. Product Description
Shipping outside the Continental USA may require an upcharge if so you will be Billed
separately before shipping 12v, A, Neg Ground Our alternators are imported copies of the Cs
pictured here. Read Instructions These alternators are ready to install. Remove the Lucas plug
2. That's it! Other Details 1 yr warranty. Product Videos. Custom Field. If I discover the whine is
the belt or something else under the hood I would change my review from a 4 to a 5 I received
this very quickly by mail once ordering and have finally got around to installing it a few weeks
later. Ed My alternator was dying in my '73 Midget and I went with this replacement. Please see
my subject review above. Thanks I was very disappointed to see the made in china sticker on
the plain white box. You May Also Like Quick view Details. Choose Options. Add to Cart. Main
Page. Click on thumbnail to see larger picture. The CS weighs less, is smaller in diameter but
uses the same 6. There is also a amp, CS version if you need more output because you're
running large amounts of electrical equipment in your vehicle such as high-powered stereos.
NOTE: This conversion is designed for cars with internally regulated alternators. If your car has
an externally regulated alternator you will need to convert it first. Use this diagram and go to
Alex Bilan's Alternator Conversion webpage for more information on converting to an internally
regulated alternator. You will need amp CS alternator from and late's GM truck or full size car
with mounting ears that are deg apart photo 3. I got mine from the local PepBoys and it didn't
take too long to find one with the correct mounting ears. Most will probably come with a pulley
for a serpentine belt like mine did so you will have to change over your pulley if you are still
using a V-belt. The flange for the tensioning bolt and the alternator bracket are tapped for metric
bolts so you will need to get two 8mm bolts with a thread pitch of 1. A 13mm wrench will be
needed to tighten the bolts. The alternator bracket will also need to be modified and you will
need approx two washers to take up the space between the alternator bracket and the
alternator. Photo 11 shows the modifications needed to allow the bracket to fit the CS alternator.
The red line shows the original shape of the bracket and how much needs to be ground away.
Most of the connectors for the CS alternators are four wire but will only use two of them and the
wiring is the same as the SI. One is a CS connector to plug into the alternator, the other is a
female connector to accept the SI plug from your original harness. There are two different types
of conversion adapters. One is a non-resistor and the other has some resistance built-in it. The

"L" wire that energizes the alternator needs some resistance 35 ohms or more in it otherwise it
will cause the alternator to fail. If you have a warning light in the dash then that bulb serves as
the needed resistance and you should use the non-resistor adapter. If you don't have that bulb
or have less than 35 ohms resistance in the "L" wire then you will need the adapter with
resistance built in. If the "L" wire has more than ohms then there is a problem with that wire and
it will need to be fixed. Discussion in ' Electrical Systems ' started by Magnus , Jan 26, Jan 26, 1.
Messages: 1, Likes Received: Jan 27, 2. Messages: 1, Likes Received: 1. Jan 27, 3. Jan 27, 4.
Messages: 2, Likes Received: 2. The big difference between the two types is the SI alternators
can be completely rebuilt, but the CS version alternators are disposible and are not
recommended for rebuilding. The SI alternators are still the most popular for use on muscle
cars. Jim '80 Berlinetta. Last edited: Jan 27, Jan 28, 5. A 12SI 94 amp should do you just fine
with a properly wired car using relays, good solid grounds and fuseab
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ford escort zx2 manual transmission
le links. I have quite a big draw on my twin Spal fan set-up and I never have a problem,
headlights are nice and bright and do not dim in the least. Just as important as the equipment
you use is the method in which you configure it. Jan 28, 6. Thanks for the link 80Camaroman,
there's a lot of intresting stuff there. Jan 28, 7. Keep the updates rolling! I am off to Azerbaijan to
help BP with their little project. See ya in a month. Jan 28, 8. Messages: 3, Likes Received: 4.
Jan 29, 9. Nice try mate! BP as in 1. Not too bad for a little project in the middle of the Caspian.
Jan 29, Messages: 74 Likes Received: 0. Hi Magnus! Nice to have another swede on this board. I
live in Stockholm. Are you buying a new alternator? I am looking for a new one but the price has
to be right. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page
Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account
now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password?

